Members of STAR program
Ten participants in all have joined the STAR program. Now, four of them apply themselves to the study for the satellites at the Sagamihara campus.

Mr. Jayranon from GISTDA (Thailand) joined the STAR program about one year ago (Jun. 2009), and this is the longest term for all the participants. These days, he makes circuits and experiments at the laboratory of our office. He is eager to learn.

Mr. Jayranon

Mr. Shin from KARI (Korea) joined us in Oct. 2009. He works on software development, and now he studies software loading into the satellite. Incidentally, he likes cooking and often makes Korean food, “떡볶이 = tteokbokki”, for the staff of the STAR program office. We love it because it is so delicious!!

Mr. Shin

Recently, two new participants (Mr. Huynh and Mr. Quang) arrived here at JAXA from VAST/STI (Vietnam). Mr. Huynh is interested in CAD and software engineering, while Mr. Quang concerns himself in both electronic and software engineering. They are excited about the study at the STAR program. By the way, this is their first visiting Japan, so they are impressed by the Japanese lifestyle, weather and so on. They will enjoy the four seasons in Japan as well.

Mr. Huynh          Mr. Quang

Now, the STAR program has become more active than ever!!

Notice
Our phone number has changed this month.
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